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Three-dimensional (3D) printing of one or more material, herein referred to as 3D hybrid printing, enables 
a promising fabrication method for complex tissue engineering (TE). The combination of different 
materials opens up the possibilities to design scaffolds for specific applications with matching or tailored 
properties. For the regeneration of the auricular cartilage, an ear shaped scaffold with a structural support 
layer is needed. The structural support needs to be mechanically robust but also cell friendly. In this regard, 
an advanced 3D hybrid printing method with three different materials is presented in this work. The hybrid 
printing strategy includes two main materials, the supporting materials and the hydrogel. As supporting 
material polycaprolactone (PCL) is used to deliver the structure similar to the mechanical characteristics of 
the human ear. The hydrogel ink is a combination of gelatin methacrylate (GelMa) and hyaluronic acid 
with methacylate (HAMa) (later called: GelMa-HAMa). GelMa-HAMa is expected to provide the 
biological environment, as well as to facilitate cell growth and differentiation of adipose stem cells (ASCs). 
In addition, depending on the geometry of the construct a sacrificial material is needed to achieve an optimal 
shape of the printed structure. In this work Pluronic F127 is used as sacrificial material and as model-gel 
for the pre-studies of the scaffold design. The printing conditions and parameters for all three materials 
were established and optimized. The hybrid scaffolds consisting of polycaprolactone (PCL) and the 
hydrogel GelMa-HAMa were found to be suitable to mimic the mechanical properties of the native 
auricular cartilage by varying the pattern design. It was possible to get a range of compression moduli from 
2.5 to 10.0 MPa. In addition, the influence of the pattern design on the bending behavior was studied. The 
stiffness and the bending behavior of the hybrid scaffolds was mainly given though the PCL and the 
environment for the cells is provided with the hydrogel GelMa-HAMa, which is printed in-between the 
PCL strands. Furthermore, an enzymatic degradation study of PCL scaffolds was conducted and showed a 
uniform mass loss throughout the porous scaffolds.   
Thus, a platform was established for 3D printed auricular cartilage using a combination of materials that is 
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1.1 The human ear 
The human ear consists of three main parts; the outer ear, the middle ear and the inner ear, all together are 
responsible for the hearing and the balance of the human body (Figure 1). The inner ear, also called internal 
ear or auris interna, converts the infiltrated sound to electrochemical impulses, which are then passed to the 
brain and enable the hearing. Additionally, the inner ear has the functionality to keep the human body in 
balance. The middle ear represents the connection between the inner and the outer ear. It transfers the 
vibrations of the eardrum to the inner ear, especially to the cochlea, and is surrounded by a bone.  
 
Figure 1. Composition of the human ear: inner ear, middle ear and outer ear. Figure modified from[1]. 
The external ear is composed of two parts, the visible auricle and the ear canal. The auricle helps to localize 
the sound and collects the sound waves, transporting the waves through the ear canal to the middle ear.  
The auricle consists of the elastic cartilage, fat tissue and is surrounded by skin. The skin can be divided in 
two parts, the anterior (front) and the posterior (back) surface anatomy of the external ear. The anterior skin 
is tightly fixed to the cartilage, comparable to the more moveable posterior skin[2]. Additionally, the skin 
has the function to provide the nutrients through the whole ear. The vascular system starts with two main 
arteries, the superficial temporal and the posterior auricular artery, and spreads into smaller branches 
throughout the skin[2, 3]. 
The auricular (AUR) cartilage is the main component of the auricle, providing the complex shape and the 
mechanical properties. It appears in the whole external ear except the lobule, as well as in the epiglottis and 
the nose tip[3]. Elastic cartilage is distinct in the amount of collagen and elastic fibers from the other two 
cartilage types, hyaline and fibrocartilage. In addition to the higher percentage of elastin, AUR cartilage 
consists of chondrocytes, collagen fibers, water and glycosaminoglycan (GAG) (Figure 2A). The higher 
amount of elastin fibers result in different mechanical properties compared to the other two cartilage 
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subtypes. Elastic cartilage is more flexible and weaker, which is shown by Nimeskern et al.[4], where the 
equilibrium modulus (Eeq) measured, resulting in values between 2.2 ± 1.2 and 7.2 ± 4.7 MPa for the 
different cartilage parts (Figure 2A). The AUR cartilage can be divided in six different parts; helix (HE), 
anti-helix (AH), concha (CO), tragus (TR), anti-tragus (AT) and scapha (SC) (Figure 2B).  
 
Figure 2. A, Components of the elastic cartilage. B, Different cartilage parts of the auricle with the 
corresponding Eeq values. Figures modified from Nimeskern et al.[3, 4]. 
In addition, due to the lower cell density and proliferation rate of chondrocytes, as well as the non-vascular 
and aneural structure of the cartilage, AUR cartilage has nearly no self-healing behavior[5]. Once the ear 
is damaged by traumas like burns, dog bites or underwent chemotherapy, the cartilage has no self-
regeneration, which leads to permanent abnormal appearances[3]. 
1.2 Pathology 
Abnormal appearance of the external ear can result in loss of self-confidence or can cause psychological 
distress of the patient[6]. This appearance can be caused by congenital deformities as microtia, or injuries 
like trauma, burns or cancer treatments. The affected patients are in need of a partial or a complete ear 
reconstruction[6, 7]. 
Microtia, is a congenital disease, where the external ear, also called pinna or auricle, is underdeveloped or 
absent. If the ear canal is completely absent, the disease is called anotia and this leads to hearing loss[8]. 
The abnormal appearance can occur on both ears (bilateral) or on one ear only (unilateral). Microtia can be 
subdivided into four grades, which describes the appearance of the ear from small deformities to the total 





Figure 3. Appearance of the normal auricle and the different grades of microtia from type I to type IV. 
Figures modified from [9]. 
The different types of microtia can be seen in Figure 3. Type I mostly results in a smaller size with 
identifiable features of a normal ear. Type II is known for small deformations, mostly in the upper part of 
the ear. The ear canal exists but is sometimes cramped. Micotia type III is often called “peanut-shell-type”, 
because of peanut-like structure. Additionally, the external ear canal and the ear drum are usually non-
attending. Anotia or type IV is the grade when the whole ear is absent. This type of microtia is not that 
common than type III. 
Another reason for a need of an ear reconstruction can be caused by traumas like burns, dog bites or X-ray 
therapy for cancer treatment. These injuries normally need a partial ear reconstruction due to the limited 
ability of the AUR cartilage to self-repair[9]. 
1.3 Autologous reconstruction technique 
As mentioned, patients with abnormal appearance of the auricle are in need of an ear reconstruction. The 
current gold-standard technique focuses autologous rib cartilage. The rib cartilage is normally harvested 
between the ages of 4 and 10 years depending on the development of the rib cartilage, as well as on the 
reconstruction technique[8-11]. The reconstruction techniques are sometimes different in their amount of 
surgeries, as well as in their procedure. Three examples are the ‘Brent’, the ‘Nagata’ and the ‘Firmin’ 
technique[8, 9]. 
Usually, the autologous cartilage for the reconstruction is harvested from the ribs (Figure 4). The ‘Brent” 
technique and the ‘Firmin’ technique use the sixth, seventh and the eighth rib as donor (Figure 4)[9, 11]. 
Another technique, the ‘Nagata’ technique, harvests cartilage of the sixth, seventh, eighth, as well as from 
the ninth rib[11]. Afterwards, the rib cartilage is carved in the different structures of the cartilage parts and 
connected together by using fine-gauge wire structures (‘Nagata’ technique) or transparent nylon sutures 
(‘Brent’ technique)[11]. Once the cartilage structures are designed, the ear shape is implanted under the 
skin on the right position at the skull. One example to adapt the skin to the cartilage construct is shown by 





Figure 4. A, Harvesting location and B, design of the reconstructed ear by carving and forming the 
autologous rib cartilage in the ‘Firmin’ technique. Images modified from [9]. 
The above mentioned techniques all show good results with long-term follow-ups up to 18 years, 
confirming the safety and durability of these methods[9]. However, the current gold-standard technique 
has disadvantages[4, 9, 10].  The reconstruction surgeries has to be done between the age of 6 to 10 
years[11]. Additionally, donor site risks can follow from the harvesting process of the autogenous rib 
cartilage, including chest wall deformities and collapsing of the lung like pneumothorax and atelectasis[10, 
11]. Due to the multi-staged time-consuming surgeries, the procedure is one of the most complicated facial 
reconstruction surgeries and relies heavily on surgical skill and experience[4, 10, 11]. 
Biofabrication is a promising method to fabricate patient-specific implants by using 3D-printing techniques 
for AUR cartilage regeneration and to overcome the previously mentioned limitations of the autogenous 
rib cartilage reconstruction technique[3-5, 12-14]. 
1.4 Biofabrication 
Biofabrication for TE and RM is an interdisciplinary field involving biofabrication, additive manufacturing 
and TE & RM. Involving the three different fields, biofabrication focuses on the research to automatically 
process 3D constructs involving cells, proteins and biomaterials, which then may result in functional tissues 
mimicking the native tissue[15, 16]. 
1.4.1 Types of Biofabrication techniques 
Biofabrication can be explained as the combination of biomaterials (hydrogels) with living cells to fabricate 
native like tissues. Traditional biofabrication often involves cultivation of cells onto or in a prefabricated 
scaffold. One of the traditional biofabrication approaches is to seed cells on a porous prefabricated and 
biodegradable scaffold[17, 18]. One method to fabricate a polymer framework is via melt-electrospinning 
to produce a support material with nano-scale fibers for cells[17].  
Electrospinning is based on a high-voltage source, which charges the polymer to counteract the surface 
tension and to spin the polymer through the syringe onto the collector (Figure 5A)[19]. This technique 
results in nanofiberous structures that mimic the native extracellular matrix, and therefore have been 
explored for supporting the growth and differentiation of a variety of cell types. For instance, Li et al.[17], 
was able to culture adult bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) onto a nanofibrous PCL 
scaffold, which produced cartilaginous matrix in the presence of growth factors. 
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Figure 5. A, Electrospinning setup with syringe, voltage source and collector; B, Scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) image of PCL nanofiber scaffold with random fiber orientation and fiber diameters 
between 500-900 nm. Figure A modified from Pham et al.[19], and B from Li et al.[17]. 
However, the method to seed the cells on a prefabricated scaffold has one main disadvantage. By seeding 
the cells onto the scaffold, there is no control of the concentration and orientation of the cells. The migration 
of the cells in the synthetic framework is random, as well as the spatial distribution of cell population.  
As mentioned, the lack of control of cell distribution in 3D is a problem for conventional fabrication 
approaches in tissue engineering (TE). Therefore, different types of bioprinting modalities are available, as 
laser-assisted bioprinting, ink-jet bioprinting and extrusion-based biopinting[20]. 
Ink-jet printing and extrusion-based printing are the two 3D-printing techniques. These techniques are 
promising methods to control the spatial distribution of cells by printing cell-laden hydrogels (bioinks) 
(Figure 6). 
Inkjet printing can be based on thermal or piezoelectric actuators, which produce pressure pulses to form 
ink droplets (Figure 6a). The electrical heater uses air-pressure for the pulses to form droplets from the 
nozzle tip[20]. Both techniques are noncontact processes and are well-known for the fast printing speed 
and a cell viability between 80% to 90% after the printing process. However, the nozzle tip of inkjet printer 
clogs easily if using an ink with a high viscosity or high cell-density[21]. 
 
Figure 6. Components of a, ink-jet printing and b, extrusion-based printing techniques. Figure obtained 
from Murphy et al.[20]. 
Extrusion printers are based on pneumatic air-pressure or mechanical plunger to deposit the ink and 
facilitate a continuous strand instead of droplets, which results in a lower resolution compared to above 
mentioned techniques (Figure 6b). These techniques make it compatible with high viscosity inks and allow 
printing cell-laden hydrogels with high cell-density[14, 20, 21]. In addition, temperature-controlled syringe 
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heads offer the possibility to melt materials directly before printing or perfectly control the ink temperature, 
offering a wider range of materials and makes it more compatible for cell-printing.  
The advantage of extrusion-based printer regarding the cell viability after the printing process is studied by 
Park et al.[14]. They were able to prove that cells encapsulated in the hydrogel showed higher cell viability 
and attachment to the synthetic framework than cells seeded onto the prefabricated framework[14]. 
The technology of additive manufacturing (AM) allows the fabrication of patient-specific implants, a 3D 
model created from clinical images. Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
can be used to provide information regarding the tissue anatomy and functions[20, 21]. These raw data 
must be converted into a computer-aided design (CAD) model, which are often used as a stereolithography-
(STL) file. STL-files can be imported into the bioprinter by slicing them into thin horizontal 2D layers, 
containing exact surface information of the 3D model geometry. The slicing thickness of the layers is 
referred to as the resolution of a printer and depends on the used material and the nozzle tip of the printer 
syringe[20-22]. The accurate 3D-printed model is normally built bottom-up by a layer-by-layer printing 
process of the 2D slices.  
1.5 3D hybrid printing for auricular cartilage repair and regeneration 
1.5.1 General concept 
Hybrid printing has been explored as a promising strategy for engineering tissue constructs with clinically 
relevant sizes, including, but not limited to, ear reconstructions. The core element of hybrid printing 
involves co-deposition of two or more structural elements in a spatial controlled manner (Figure 7A). For 
instance, one structure could be cell-free, providing structural integrity and mechanical stability of the 3D-
printed construct, while the other being cell-laden, providing conductive environment enabling cell growth 
and differentiation. In Figure 7 shows an example for a hybrid printing process[23]. Izadifar et al.[23], used 
PCL as supporting material and printed the chondrocyte-impregnated alginate in-between the PCL 
strands[23].  
Additionally, constructs with complex shapes are in need of a sacrificial material (Figure 7B), which allows 
printing external and internal overhangs to achieve an optimal shape. In Figure 7B a printing process is 
shown, which includes a supporting material and a sacrificial material. The sacrificial material is removed 

























Figure 7. A, 3D-printing of a hybrid construct with a supporting material (PCL) and a cell-laden 
hydrogel ink (alginate with chondrocytes). The hydrogel ink is printed in-between the structural material. 
B, 3D-printing process of a structural material and a sacrificial material and the sacrificial procedure after 
the printing process. Figure A is modified from Izadifar et al.[23], and Figure B is modified from Lee et 
al.[5]. 
The combination of a synthetic polymer as a framework and a cell-laden hydrogel enable the possibility to 
fabricate cartilage like tissues as a 3D-printed construct. This method is an auspicious alternative to pristine 
materials for the reconstruction of the auricle and to produce patient-specific, large-volume tissues[3-5, 12-
14]. Therefore, it is essential to fabricate structures with sufficient mechanical strength, but also to provide 
a perfect environment for cells. The combination of materials with different properties, like for example a 
synthetic polymer as framework and a cell-laden hydrogel, to print large-volume tissues is called hybrid 
printing. This design facilitates the fabrication of tissues with different mechanical properties in 
combination with a hydrogel, which provides the required environment for good cell viability. 
The auricular reconstruction is an important challenge for scientist, surgeons and engineers, because the 
behavior and the life of the patient are influenced by the deformities or the absence of the external ear. TE 
and additive manufacturing (AM) methods are used to overcome the limitations of the autogenous 
reconstruction technique of the ear and to develop an alternative fabrication method for auricular cartilage. 
3D-printing allows the combination of different materials (natural or synthetic polymers) for individual 
applications to mimic the properties of the native tissue. The final 3D-bioprinted configuration usually 
involves three different main components, 1) sacrificial material, 2) synthetic framework and 3) the bioink 
composed of a hydrogel and living cells, to build up a complex cell-laden scaffold for the regenerative 
medicine (RM). Each component has its specific properties, which are necessary for the 3D-printed 
scaffold.  
 
1.5.2 Materials for auricular cartilage regeneration 
1.5.2.1 Sacrificial materials 
Sacrificial materials are required to achieve optimal shape fidelity and to increase the complexity of 3D-
printed constructs. Therefore, the most important property of a sacrificial material is ease of removal after 
the printing procedure. In addition, it should be printable and biocompatible. Because of these special 




Pluronic F-127 is known to be facilely washed out with cold water or cell culture medium, as well as for 
its structural strength during the printing process[12]. Additionally, it is a well-known delivery system for 
drugs and proteins and is tissue compatible. However, the rapid dissolution of Pluronic F-127 in aqueous 
medium makes it unattractive for tissue engineering applications[24, 25]. Kang et al.[12], used Pluronic F-
127 as sacrificial support for the cell-laden hydrogel mixture to guarantee the ear shape before crosslinking. 
Afterwards, the Pluronic F-127 was easily washed out with cold PBS solution[12]. 
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is a water-soluble synthetic polymer with high flexibility and can be easily 
modified polymer to change the mechanical properties, which is why it is often used for bioengineering 
applications [26-28]. Visser et al.[29], printed different PCL structures of the ear, by co-printing PVA as a 
sacrificial material at 185 °C that was subsequently removed by washing with an aqueous solution without 
impairing the final structure[29]. 
Poly(ethylene-glycol) (PEG) is a synthetic polyether with structural strength and hydrophilic properties, 
which allows the use as a tissue engineering material for cartilage regeneration as cell-laden hydrogel or 
supporting material[30, 31]. PEG is also used as sacrificial material to support the fabrication of ear 
structures by Lee et al.[5, 13]. A porous PCL framework and the PEG sacrificial material were deposited 
via layer-by-layer process and the cell-laden hydrogels were printed in between the PCL strands. Once 
printing was complete, the PEG components were removed with cell culture media[5, 13]. 
Table 1. Overview of the printable sacrificial materials used for auricular cartilage regeneration. 
Material Scaffold design Removal process Reference 
Pluronic F-127      Ear shape Removed with cold PBS solution 
 
Kang et al. [12] 
 
PVA Ear shape Removed with aqueous solution Visser et al. [29] 
PEG Ear shape 
Sacrificed with distilled water or 
cell culture media 
Lee et al. [5, 13] 
 
 
1.5.2.2 Structural materials 
Structural materials act as a framework for the scaffold and allow changes in the mechanical properties 
through varying the pattern design; strand spacing, strand orientation, and the material properties[32]. In 
addition, the structural materials provide support for the hydrogels and maintain their shape before 
crosslinking and it protects the scaffold from external influences during maturation[12, 13, 23, 33]. 
Synthetic polymers have often been used to ensure the physical properties of an implant[34-36]. For 
example, PVA, PCL, pluronic F-127, methacrylate and others were utilized as a frameworks to support the 
hydrogel and also to protect the encapsulated cells from skin contraction or external influences[33]. 
Polylactic acid (PLA) is an organic biodegradable polyester, which is biocompatible and immunologically 
inert. Additionally, PLA has a melting temperature of 170 - 180 °C and is easily printable, making it 
interesting for 3D-printing methods[37]. 
Flores et al.[38], printed patient-specific ear models by a fused deposition modeling (FDM) printer using 
PLA filaments. To overcome the limitations of the current process of surgery, which is to draw a two-
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dimensional (2D) tracing of the unaffected ear and create a 3D construct for the ear implant. Flores et 
al.[38], used a high-resolution 3D digital photograph to capture the healthy ear to design a digital model 
(.stl). The raw data was then utilized to refine the model for the 3D printer[38]. 
PCL is a Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved  bioresorbable polyester and is used for medical 
advices since the 1980s[39]. It is one of the most commonly investigated biocompatible polymers for 3D 
printing. Because of its low melting point of 60°C and a slow degradation time (~1.5 to 2 years)[40, 41], 
PCL has often been used for tissue engineering for regenerative medicine (TERM) advices[42]. The low 
melting temperature makes PCL a popular candidate for hybrid printing of cell-laden constructs[42]. A 
rapid cooling after extrusion is achievable, which minimizes the cytotoxic effects arising from heat transfer 
and provides long-term structural stability[12, 32, 43-45]. By varying the pattern design and the molecular 
weight of PCL, it is possible to print scaffolds with various mechanical properties, making PCL an 
attractive scaffolding material for TE[32].  
PCL framework as support for the mechanical strength of a scaffold is one of the most commonly seen 
applications for 3D-printed biomaterials. Visser et al.[29], printed a uniform PCL scaffold in the shape of 
an outer ear with an auger screw driven melt extruder. This fabrication method showed promising results 
in the shape resolution of the print with overhangs and pertinent human dimensions[29]. Many research 
groups support their hybrid scaffolds with the synthetic material, which allows control of the mechanical 
properties and shape fidelity[12, 14]. Park et al.[14], used a multihead tissue/organ building system 
(MtoBS) to fabricate a cylindrical PCL framework with a strand orientation of 0° - 90°, mimicking the 
native mechanical properties of an ear (Figure 8A). The measured elastic modulus and ultimate tensile 
stress of the 3D-printed PCL scaffolds were 28.85 ± 1.01 MPa and 2.33 ± 0.09 MPa, which are similar to 
the elastic modulus (27.07 ± 3.72 MPa) and the ultimate tensile stress (3.38 ± 0.42 MPa) of the native AUR 
cartilage. In addition, the lattice-structure of the PCL scaffold could control the position of the 3D-printed 
cells and supports the hydrogel shape during the in vivo rabbit studies[14]. Pitch distance in a scaffold is 
important to allow diffusion of nutrients and oxygen. This was highlighted in a study by Kang et al.[12], 
where a PCL construct was fabricated by an integrated tissue organ printer (ITOP). Co-printing of the 
sacrificial material allowed printing the complex ear shape with exact ridges by using PCL as the main 
material[12]. An alternate approach to use PCL as structural support in a scaffold was to design a cage-like 
structure surrounding the cell-laden hydrogel (Figure 8B)[33]. The cage was designed to prevent the cell-
laden hydrogel from in vitro scaffold contraction while the tissue matures. This study showed that the 






Figure 8. A, 3D printed structure with a PCL framework and the hydrogel printed in-between the PCL 
strands. B, 3D printed PCL cage surrounds the hydrogel. Figure A modified from Park et al.[14], and 
Figure B a, b modified from Visscher et al.[33]. 
An alternate fabrication method for structural materials could be to 3D print metals using SLS (selective 
laser sintering) or SLM (selective laser melting). Metals like titanium are printable and provide strong 
mechanical support. The fabrication of metal-based structures as support for hydrogels could offer an 
interesting field for 3D-printed frameworks to overcome the current limitations regarding the deformities 
of the implants. An example for the combination of an metal and an collagen hydrogel is shown by 
Cervantes et al.[46]. They combined a collagen hydrogel to generate an ear-shaped scaffold with a titanium 
wire framework for the auricular reconstruction. The metal framework was reported to protect the shape 




Table 2. Overview of the printable structural materials used for auricular cartilage regeneration. 
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1.5.2.3 Cell supporting material 
For the encapsulation of cells in a hydrogel, naturally derived polymers (biopolymers) such as collagen, 
gelatin, alginate or fibrin are generally more suitable than synthetic polymers. Hydrogels are known for 
their high-water retention, which protects the cells from drying during the printing process. Biopolymers 
interact positively with cells and have high biocompatibility but are often limited by low stiffness and 
strength[47-49]. Hydrogels can be readily engineered to provide the required environment that facilitate 
cell migration, proliferation and production of extracellular matrix[22]. 
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a natural polymer often used for cartilage regeneration. HA is an anionic, non-
sulfated GAG and is one of the main components of the extracellular matrix (ECM) in the body. It is shown 
that HA can facilitate cell adhesion, migration and proliferation[50, 51]. 
Fibrin is a protein, which is part of the clotting process in the blood. Fibrin hydrogels seeded with 
chondrocytes can increase the production of GAG, which influences the production of ECM. Visscher et 
al.[33], studied the contraction of cell-seeded hydrogels using different cell types and the influence of a 
collagen framework with an outer PCL-cage to inhibit the cell-contractions. The fibrin/hyaluronic acid 
hydrogel seeded with different cell types or combinations of the cells, showed harsh contractions compared 
to the cell-laden hydrogels with just a collagen I/III framework. The FB/HA hydrogel maintained cell 
functionality and was confirmed through the production of  cartilage-specific matrix deposition markers, 
such as collagen II and GAG[33]. 
Kang et al.[12], used a mixture of fibrinogen, gelatin, HA and glycerol as chondrocytes-laden hydrogel for 
auricular cartilage regeneration. The mixture of the hydrogel ink maintained the structure during and after 
printing, because of its high viscosity. Additionally, the hydrogel protected the cells during the printing 
process. The 3D-printed structure was cross-linked with thrombin, which converted fibrinogen to fibrin. 
The rest of uncrosslinked ink materials were washed away, producing microchannels for nutrient 
diffusion[12]. 
Gelatin is a denaturated form of collagen and mostly extracted from bones or skins of animals. It is often 
used for 3D -cell printing applications due to its similarity to the extracellular matrix. The low stiffness of 
gelatin is a disadvantage for many applications; however, it is possible to overcome these limitations with 
chemical modifications[52]. Gelatin-methacryloyl (gelMA) is functionalized with methacrylamide and 
methacrylate groups[53, 54] and can be used for preparation of photo crosslinkable hydrogels, where the 
hydrogel can become chemically crosslinked by ultraviolet radiation[55]. Additionally, gelMA can be 
crosslinked using other crosslinking principles like visible light crosslinking systems (e.g. Ru and SPS or 
Eosin-Y), or infrared and redox reaction[53, 54, 56]. 
Melchels et al. [57] printed the bioink consisting of 5% w/w gelMA, in-between the strands of the 
reinforced framework. The strand orientation of the scaffold alternated between 0° and 90°. Additionally, 
to demonstrate the cell compatibility, equine chondrocytes were embedded in the hydrogel. The cell-
viability after 14 days reached 90 % and the cells were unaffected by the printing process. Additionally, 
the study showed that the cells could survive and proliferate well within the gelMA-hydrogel[57]. 
Alginate is one of the most commonly used hydrogels. The anionic polysaccharide is commonly from 
brown algae and is well-known as a support material for cells in cartilage tissues. An alginate chondrocyte-
laden hydrogel 3D-printed in-between the strands of the PCL framework, was used to repair cartilage 
defects of rabbit ear models by Park et al. [14]. The 3D-printed scaffolds with the cell-laden alginate 
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hydrogel showed complete cartilage regeneration after 3 months of in vivo studies. In addition, the cell-
printed structures were completely integrated into the surrounded native AUR cartilage of the rabbits and 
formed round aggregrates[14]. 
Lee et al.[13], designed a large 3D -printed ear construct using PCL as a structural framework and two 
different hydrogels. The study printed alginate encapsulated with human auricular chondrocytes, and 
porcine ear cartilage-derived decellularized extracellular matrix (ear-cdECM) onto the pores of the 
framework. After 8 weeks, they were able to show that the cells underwent chondrogenesis and were not 
affected by the long printing process with the hybrid printing method[13]. 
The study by Kundu et al.[35], went even further and used a synthetic framework with three different 
compositions of the alginate hydrogel (I - alginate hydrogel without chondrocytes; II - alginate with 
chondrocytes and III – alginate with chondrocytes and TGFβ as a growth factor). The hybrid printing 
construct including the growth factor could produce higher amounts of cartilaginous ECM than the 
hydrogel without TGFβ. The combination of a cell-laden hydrogel with a growth factor showed promising 


















Table 3. Overview of the printable cell supporting materials used for auricular cartilage regeneration. 




Fibrinogen Ear shape Rabbit ear chondrocytes Extrusion Kang et al. [12] 
GelMA Ear shape Equine chondrocytes Extrusion Mechels et al. [57] 
Nanocellulose – 
Alginate 

















Chondrocytes Extrusion Park et al. [14] 
Fibrinogen - 
Collagen 
Cuboic scaffold Chondrocytes 
Inkjet 
 
Xu et al. [36] 
Alginate and 
TGFβ 
Cuboid scaffold Chondrocytes Extrusion Kundu et al. [35] 
Water : glycerol  Nanofilms  MSCs Inkjet Choi et al.  [59] 
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2. Research aims 
Patients with abnormal appearance of the external ear, caused by microtia or injuries, are in need of a total 
or partial ear reconstruction. 3D hybrid printing is a promising technique to overcome the limitations of 
current autologous reconstruction technique of the external ear. The ideal 3D printed hybrid constructs 
should provide the mechanical properties required for the human ear and allow enough diffusion to provide 
the nutrients and oxygen for the encapsulated cells in the hydrogel[4, 13, 14, 33, 60]. In addition, the 
polymeric framework also needs to protect the cells from skin contraction or external influences while it 
matures[33]. 
The main goal of this project is to establish a patient-specific 3D hybrid printed construct for the 
regeneration of auricular cartilage. The hybrid construct consists of three different materials. PCL is used 
as support material for the GelMA-HAMA hydrogel ink. The pluronic F127 is the sacrificial material, 
which helps to provide the complex geometry of the human ear. The 3D hybrid printed construct is expected 
to have the following properties:  
• The mechanical properties similar to the human ear. 
• A framework that supports the ear shape and protects the cell-laden hydrogel.  
• A framework that is porous enough to allow for nutrients access to the cells. 
Regarding the limited time during this research project, it was not possible to do any cell work within this 
thesis and all the results for the mechanical tests are based on non cell-laden materials. 
The main goal of the project is to 3D hybrid print an ear structure for the auricular cartilage regeneration 
and can be divided in specific aims: 
1. Optimization of the printing conditions for the hybrid printing technique. 
Therefore, the focus is to establish a printing protocol for the three different materials. 
Additionally, it is important to decrease the printing time as much as possible to make it 
compatible with cells and to prevent the hydrogel for drying out during the print. 
2. Mimicking the mechanical properties of the different ear parts. 
To mimic the mechanical properties of the native ear cartilage, it is important to establish a 
scaffold design, which can be adjusted for each ear part. Furthermore, the scaffolds need to be 
tested regarding their mechanical properties. 
3. 3D printing of the auricular cartilage with the 3D hybrid printing technique. 
Finally, the main aim of the project is to combine the previous results and apply them to 3D hybrid 
print the auricular cartilage in clinically relevant size including the three different materials with 







3. Materials and methods 
3.1 Materials 
PCL with a molecular weight (MW) of 45 kDa, phosphate buffered saline (PBS), Pluronics F127, lipase 
from Pseudomonas sp. (Type XIII) and the photoinitiator lithium phenyl-2,4,6-
trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) were sourced from Sigma-Aldrich. Pluronics F127 was dissolved in 
PBS with a concentration of 25% w/v and stored at 4°C. GelMa and HAMa were prepared as described in 
previous work by O’Connell et al.[61]. 
For the preparation of GelMa-HAMa[61], 1.00 g of GelMa and 0.20 g HAMa were dissolved in 10.0 mL 
of PBS at 37°C to get a final concentration of 10% GelMA and 2% HAMa in the GelMa-HAMa. The final 
hydrogel was centrifuged and was stored at -18°C in the dark. The photoinitiator LAP was added freshly 
prior to printing to the hydrogel GelMa-HAMa in a ratio of 40.0 µL per 2.00 mL of GelMa-HAMa, which 
resulted in a final concentration of 0.06%. 
3.2 3D printing set up-selection of printer and hybrid printing design 
Two different extrusion-based 3D printer were used to establish a design for the fabrication of scaffolds 
with a PCL framework as support material and Pluronic F127 as a model gel. The two printers are shown 
in Figure 9 and Figure 10. In Figure 9, the commercially available 3D BIOPLOTTER (envisionTEC 
GmbH, Germany) is shown. This printer has the possibility to use five different print heads or materials 















Figure 9. 3D BIOPLOTTER (envisionTEC GmbH, Germany). Image A modified from [62]. 
The second 3D printer is a customized bench top extrusion printer using the frame of a Biobots printer                  
(Figure 10). In Figure 10 all the modified features of the custom-made printer are shown. The extruder 
temperature of syringe 1 is controlled via the 3D printer software Repetier-Host (V 2.0.1), the temperature 
of syringe 2 can be controlled with a cooling assembly. The build plate temperature and the syringe 2 
temperature are controlled with a liquid-cooling assembly comprising a Peltier, a copper circulation block 
and a peristaltic pump utilizing glycol as the coolant. The temperature of the build plate and the syringe 2 
can be set between - 10 °C and 40-50 °C. The build plate can be levelled manually via the bed levelling 
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mechanism. This 3D printer allows to use two different materials within one print.  
 
Figure 10. The custom-modified Biobots printer using the original frame of the Biobots. All modified 
features are shown in the image. 
For both printers, the 3D BIOPLOTTER and the custom-modified Biobots, PCL was first loaded into a 
high-temperature syringe and dispensed through a metal nozzle with an inner diameter of 300 µm. Pluronic 
F127 was loaded into a plastic printer syringe and dispensed through an EFD Nordson luer-lock syringe 
tip featuring 210 µm inner diameter. Both printers dispense the materials via pneumatic pressure and each 
material can be controlled separately. 
The printers were used to fabricate scaffolds with two different designs, one containing pillars to provide 
a porous structure within the cubes (Figure 11, A) and the other one printing the Pluronics F127 in-between 
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Figure 11. Two different designs using PCL as support material and Pluronic F127 as model-gel.                   
A, pillar-design: pillars and bottom and top plates were printed with PCL and the other parts were filled 
with the model-gel. B, grid-design: using PCL as support material (grey) and printing the gel (pink) in-
between the strands. Figure B modified from Park et al.[14]. 
  
Computer-aided design (CAD) models were constructed for both scaffold designs with SolidWorks. For 
the 3D BIOPLOTTER (envisionTEC, Germany), all the CAD models were sliced with the software 
Perfactory (RP 3.2.2945) in a slicing thickness of 0.20 mm. For the custom-modified Biobots printer the 
CAD models were sliced with Slic3r (V 1.2.2 – 1.2.9) in the open-source software Repetier-Host (V 2.0.1) 
in a slicing thickness of 0.25 mm.  
The modified Biobots printing apparatus in Figure 10 was used to fabricate scaffolds in accordance with 
the first design using cubes containing pillars (Figure 11, A). The second design was not feasible due to 
the limited software of the custom-modified Biobots. The 3D BIOPLOTTER was used to print both 
designs. 
The printing conditions for each design containing the cross-head speeds and pressures for both printers of 
PCL and Pluronic F127 are listed in Table 4. 
Table 4. Printing conditions: cross head speed, pressure and syringe temperature for the 3D 
BIOPLOTTER (envisionTEC) and the custom-modified Biobots printer. All conditions are given for both 
materials; PCL and pluronic F127, as well as for both scaffold designs, pillar- and grid-design. 
  Design  
3D 
BIOPLOTTER 
Cross head speed                   
(mm s-1) 
Pressure 
         (bar) 
      Temperature 
              (°C) 
Pillar design 
         PCL           1.2      4.0           125 
 Pluronic F127           6.0      3.5            30 
 Grid 
design 
         PCL               1.5          3.8                125 







  Design  Biobots 
Cross head speed                   
(mm s-1) 
      Pressure 
         (bar) 
      Temperature 
              (°C) 
Pillar design 
         PCL           1.0 1.0 – 3.6           119 
 Pluronic F127           1.0 2.4 – 2.9            33 
 Grid 
design 
         PCL                 /           /                  / 
       Pluronic F127                /          /                  / 
 
The pressure of the custom-modified Biobots printer needed to be adjusted with increasing height during 
the print of the pillar-design, therefore it is only possible to provide a range for the pressure values. 
3.3 Optimizing printing parameters 
The purpose is to optimize the printing by decreasing the printing time of the PCL as much as possible. 
Therefore, the printing conditions of the PCL for 100 µm, 200 µm, 300 µm and 400 µm nozzle diameters 
were optimized. The optimal printing conditions were selected based on the closest matching strand size 
under the microscope with the fastest speed. For each nozzle diameter the maximum printing speed with 
the closest matching strand size of the second layer was selected by varying the syringe temperature and 
the pressure of the 3D BIOPLOTTER (envisionTEC GmbH, Germany). The scaffold design with 
dimensions of 10 * 10 * 2 mm was exported into the software VisualMachine (Version 2.8.128, 3D 
BIOPLOTTER, envisionTEC GmbH, Germany) and the printing parameters were assigned. Therefore, two 
layers with a strand orientation of 0/90° were printed with each printing settings. The microscope images 
were taken with a Leica M205A Stereo Microscope and the strand sizes of the second layer were measured 
in the microscope software (LAS V4.7). The average values (n = 4) of the strand sizes were calculated. 
3.4 3D printing of structural support 
For structural support scaffold fabrication three different nozzle diameters were used to fabricate the 
scaffolds. Therefore, the optimized printing conditions used were as described in section 3.3. 
The 3D models were designed using SolidWorks and all the CAD models were sliced with the software 
Perfactory (RP 3.2.2945) with slicing thicknesses shown in Table 5. 
The final cuboid 3D models resulted in dimensions of 15 * 15 * 2.4 mm, which were sliced with the slicing 
thicknesses listed in Table 5. For the different nozzle tips, the layer amounts resulted in 12 (200 µm nozzle), 
8 layers for the 300 µm nozzle and 6 layers for the 400 µm nozzle. Strand spacings and strand orientations 
were varied, and scaffolds were printed with strand spacings of 1.0 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm and with 








Table 5. Printing conditions for PCL with the different nozzle diameters. 
Nozzle 
diameter 
   [µm] 
Slicing 
thickness 
   [mm] 
Needle Offset 
   [mm] 
200 0.10 0.08 
300 0.20 0.16 
400 0.30 0.24 
 
Rectangular support scaffolds were designed to achieve dimensions of 65 * 10 * 2 mm. Two different 
strand spacings (1.0 mm and 2.0 mm) and three different strand orientations (0/90°, 0/45° and 0/60/120°) 
were used to fabricate the scaffolds. The different strand orientations resulted in cuboid (0/90°), rhomboid 
(0/45°) and triangular (0/60/120°) shapes in the scaffolds. 
3.5 3D hybrid printing of lattice structure using PCL and GelMa-HAMa 
Hybrid scaffolds with a final dimension of 15 * 15 * 2.4 mm were printed using PCL and GelMa-HAMa 









Figure 12. Hybrid scaffold design. A, Final dimensions of the design. Total height of the scaffold with 
the PCL and after the offset starts the combination of gel and PCL. B, GelMa-HAMa printed in-between 
the PCL strands after the second layer of PCL. 
The design resulted in two scaffolds with different heights, which were sliced together. The PCL part 
resulted in a total height of 2.4 mm and the gel part had a height of 1.8 mm with an offset of 0.6 mm (Figure 
12, A). The scaffold started with two layers of PCL and continued afterwards with alternating layers of 
GelMa-HAMa and PCL. The GelMa-HAMa was printed in-between the PCL strands (grid-design) and 
both materials were printed with open strands (Figure 12, B). The final 3D model was sliced with a slicing 
thickness of 0.30 mm, resulting in 8 layers of PCL and 7 layers of GelMa-HAMa.  
The PCL was pneumatically dispensed from a metal tip with a nozzle diameter of 400 µm. PCL was 
melted in the high-temperature metal cartridge at a temperature of 155°C. GelMa-HAMa was fed into 
a low-temperature plastic syringe featuring a 200 μm nozzle tip (inner diameter). Scaffolds were 
printed with a strand spacing of 2.0 mm and 0/90° strand orientation.  Photocuring of the printed 
GelMa-HAMa was achieved with a 400+ nm UV source (OmniCure® LX400+, LUMEN DYNAMICS) at a 
focal distance of 5.0 cm for 10 seconds after each gel layer and for 60 seconds after completing the 
print. The hybrid samples were cross linked with two different intensities of 15% (24 mW/cm2) and 
















3.6 3D hybrid printing of human ears 
For the fabrication of the ear scaffolds, the optimized printing conditions for the three materials PCL, 
GelMa-HAMa and Pluronic F127 are shown in Table 6.  
Table 6. Optimized printing conditions for the hybrid printing technique with the three materials PCL, 















PCL 400 13.0 4.8 155 0.30 
GelMa-HAMa 200 8.0 4.0 25 0.10 
Pluronic F127 200 6.0 4.2 30 0.10 
 
PCL and the GelMa-HAMa were printed with open strands for all scaffolds, while Pluronic F127 was 
printed with continuous strands. The minimum length of the strands for all three materials was decreased 
to 0.5 mm to help the layer-by-layer process for the complex structure. The image of a human sized ear 
was obtained from a CT scan provided by the clinical mentor Dr. Payal Mukherjee and extracted into a 
STL file by the software Material Mimics. The image for the second ear design, the nonuniform ear design, 
was further separated into parts by using the Materialise Magics software.  
Two types of printing ear scaffolds were conducted, an ear with uniform porosity and an ear separated in 
six different parts with different applied pattern designs. Ear scaffolds with uniform porosity are herein 
referred to as “uniform” ear scaffolds, while the ear scaffolds with the different parts and pattern designs 
are referred to as “nonuniform” scaffolds. 
The ear scaffold with uniform porosity was printed with a strand spacing of 2.0 mm and a strand orientation 
of 0/90°. The printing conditions and the printing settings for the slicing process are listed in Table 7. 
For the nonuniform ear design the ear was separated into six different parts as shown in Figure 13. The six 
different parts of the non-uniform ear of the auricular cartilage were separated accordingly to the work by 
Nimeskern et al.[63]. For each region of the ear, a specific pattern design with different strand spacing and 
strand orientation was applied. 
Afterwards the support structures were generated, as shown in Figure 13, indicated with the yellow arrow.  
The file was then uploaded into the slicing software Perfactory (RP 3.2.2945), levelled at different offsets 
(Table 7), centered and was sliced with a slicing thickness of 0.30 mm.  
The offset and the rotation settings of each scaffold; ear part, ear and hybrid ear, are given in Table 7. These 
different settings were necessary to make the path of the file readable for the printer. Otherwise the printer 























Figure 13. A: Different parts of the auricular cartilage with literature compression modulus. B: The six different 
files are uploaded in the slicing software. C: The six different parts are sliced and D and E: show the generated 
support material (solid black, indicated with the yellow arrow). 
 
Ear part 
Compression modulus in literature [63] 
(MPa) 
 Scapha (SC) 3.07 ± 0.98 
 Anti-helix (AH) 3.57 ± 2.05 
 Concha (CO) 4.48 ± 2.23  
 Helix (HE) 2.22 ± 1.21 
 Anti-tragus (AT) 7.23 ± 4.70 
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Photocuring of the printed hydrogel GelMa-HAMa was achieved using the same procedure as in 3.5 3D 
hybrid printing of lattice structure using PCL and GelMa-HAMa. 
3.7 Microscope imaging 
Optical microscope images were taken with a Leica M205A Stereo Microscope. The Scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) images of the degradation studies were taken with a Low Vacuum Scanning Electron 
Microscope (LVSEM) JEOL JSM-6490LV operating in high vacuum mode. The samples were coated with 
15 nm of platinum (Pt) using a Dynavac SC100MS magnetron sputter coating system. Secondary electron 
imaging was done at 15 kV accelerating voltage with a probe current setting of 45 and the specimen at 20 
mm working distance. Images were taken at random spots in the scaffolds of the pre-degradation sample 
and the degradation samples at 6 h, 24 h, 48 h and 96 h with magnifications of 33x and 170x, 750x and 
1500x. 
3.8 Mechanical characterization  
3.8.1 Compression tests 
Compression tests were performed on the hybrid scaffolds using Shimadzu (EZ mechanical tester). Each 
compression scaffold was placed in between the two plates, a load cell of 500 N was used at a crosshead 
speed of 1 mm min-1 until a 1 mm displacement was reached in the scaffold. The force (N) and the 
displacement (mm) were recorded for each test, and the corresponding stress and strain values were 
calculated to plot the stress-strain curve for every scaffold. By using the linear region of the stress-strain 
curve of each scaffold, the compression moduli were estimated, and the average values calculated. 
3.8.2 Bending tests 
Bending tests were performed to test the influence of the pattern design on the bending behavior. Therefore, 
two different strand spacings (1.0mm and 2.0 mm) and three different strand orientations (0/90°, 0/45° and 
0/60/120°) were tested. Bending tests were performed using a TA instrument Dynamic mechanical analysis 
(DMA). The DMA was equipped with a Dual-Cantilever-Clamp. The samples were placed between the 
clamps, as illustrated in Figure 14, and tighten up with an adjustable wrench with a force of 1 N. The Multi-










Figure 14. Scaffolds were tested in three-point bending. A, Set up of the Dual-Cantilever Clamp with the 





The procedure recorded 5 points per decade in a logarithmic (log) table. The force (N) and the displacement 
(mm) were recorded for each test, and the corresponding stress and strain values were calculated to plot the 
stress-strain curve for every scaffold. By using the linear region of the stress-strain curve of each scaffold, 
the slope (m) was given and the modulus of elasticity in bending was calculated with the equation (1). 
 




       (1)           
m is the slope of the first linear region of the stress-strain-curve, lv is the length of the sample, b is the width 
and h is the height of the sample.  
3.9 In vitro degradation study 
The PCL scaffolds were printed in dimensions of 10 * 10 * 2.4 mm with a strand spacing of 2.0 mm and a 
strand orientation of 0/90°. Afterwards each sample was weighed and placed into glass tubes with 1.00 mL 
of the 8.00 U/mL lipase from Pseudomonas sp. (Type XIII) solution with a specific activity of 22.0 U/mg. 
The lipase solution was prepared and used at an activity of 8.00 U/mL (2.75 mg/mL) in 0.10 M phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS) for all experiments   [62, 64]. All tubes were immediately transferred to a 37 °C 
water bath and incubated between 6 hours and 96 hours. The enzyme solution was replaced every 24 hours. 
After the incubation time, each sample was rinsed with DI water, air dried for 24 hours at room temperature 
and weighed. The absolute average mass loss and the standard deviation (STDEV) were calculated with 
Microsoft excel 2010 and the graph was plotted with OriginPro 2016. 
4. Results and discussions 
4.1 3D printing set up-selection of printer and hybrid printing design 
Two different designs for the hybrid printing technique were chosen, as shown in Figure 15. The first design 
resulted in a PCL cage, which surrounds the hydrogel. Some of those 3D printed scaffolds fabricated using 
the pillar-design are shown in Figure 15 A.  
 
 
Figure 15. Two different designs for the PCL framework and pluronic F127 as model hydrogel. A, 3D-
printed PCL cage to protect the hydrogel, as well as to allow enough diffusion. B, the hydrogel is printed 
in-between the PCL strands. The strand orientation of the PCL strands alternates between 0° and 90°. 
The first design with the PCL cage (Figure 15 A) was printable with both printers. However, the challenge 
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with this design could be the lack of flexibility in achieving various mechanical properties. The stiffness of 
the cage structures seems to be mainly influenced by the amount of pillars and their diameter, as well as 
the layer amount at the top and bottom.  
Figure 15 B shows the second design, which is printing the GelMa-HAMa in-between the PCL strands. 
This design was only possible to print with the 3D BIOPLOTTER (envisionTEC GmbH, Germany). With 
the Biobots software it is difficult to change the strand spacing and strand orientation, as well as to print 
the gel in-between the PCL strands. Additionally, the second design showed more promising results 
regarding the flexibility in achieving various mechanical properties. Varying the strand spacing and the 
strand orientation of the scaffold design could offer the possibility to create designs with different 
mechanical properties.  
The results of the compression tests in Table 8 showed that the second design is a promising method to 
imitate the mechanical properties of the native ear. The scaffolds were printed using a nozzle tip with an 
inner diameter of 300 µm and the printing conditions listed in Table 4. The scaffolds with a 0/90° strand 
orientation are weaker than the scaffolds with a 0/45° strand orientation and by increasing the strand 
spacing the stiffness decreases. In comparison to the results of Olubamiji et al.[32] (Table 8) the 3D printed 
scaffolds are weaker, which could be caused by the different printing conditions. The results of the 3D 
printed scaffolds showed different values compared to the results of Olubamiji et al.[32], which were used 
as a proof-of-principle experiment, however the trend of decreasing compression modulus with increasing 
strand spacing was similar to the literature values. With the second design without the hydrogel, it was 
possible to reach values for the compression moduli between 3.0 to 12.0 MPa similar to the native ear (2.0 
– 7.5 MPa)[4].  























45 300 1.0 0/45 12.09 ± 1.14 39.23 ± 3.58 
1.0 mm, 
0/90° 
45 300 1.0 0/90 9.91 ± 0.83 - 
1.5 mm, 
0/45° 
45 300 1.5 0/45 8.09 ± 0.41 - 
1.5 mm, 
0/90° 
45 300 1.5 0/90 5.33 ± 0.30 14.81 ± 1.08 
2.0 mm, 
0/45° 
45 300 2.0 0/45 5.88 ± 1.00 11.47 ± 1.47 
3.0 mm, 
0/90° 
45 300 3.0 0/90 3.17 ± 0.48 - 
 
Regarding the fabrication of a 3D hybrid printed ear, the 3D printer needs to be able to print with three 
different materials: 1) sacrificial material, 2) supporting materials and 3) the hydrogel. This is only given 
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by the envisionTEC 3D BIOPLOTTER. The custom-modified Biobots printer is limited to two different 
materials in the same print; the 3D BIOPLOTTER has the possibility to use five different materials for one 
print (Figure 9). Additionally, the mechanical testing of the scaffolds using the second design showed 
promising results regarding the mechanical properties.  
4.2 Optimizing printing parameters 
To optimize the printing parameters for the four different nozzle sizes (100, 200, 300 and 400 µm), two 
layers were printed with each printing condition and the second layer was then analyzed using a microscope 
(Figure 16). The optimal printing conditions were selected based on the closest matching strand size under 
the microscope with the fastest speed. For each nozzle diameter the maximum printing speed with the 
closest matching strand size of the second layer was selected by varying the syringe temperature and the 
pressure of the 3D BIOPLOTTER. 
Figure 16. Microscope images of the strand sizes of the 3D printed PCL layers with 0/90° strand 
orientation. A, 200 µm nozzle diameter printed with: I, 155 ºC, 4.8 bar, 1.4 mm s-1; II, 165 ºC, 4.8 bar, 
1.4 mm s-1; III, 165 ºC, 4.8 bar, 1.6 mm s-1. B, 300 µm nozzle diameter printed with: I, 155 ºC, 4.0 bar, 
2.0 mm s-1; II, 155 ºC, 4.5 bar, 3.0 mm s-1; III, 155 ºC, 4.8 bar, 3.5 mm s-1. C, 400 µm nozzle diameter 
printed with: I, 155 ºC, 4.8 bar, 11.0 mm s-1; II, 155 ºC, 4.8 bar, 12.0 mm s-1; III, 155 ºC, 4.8 bar, 13.0 
mm s-1.  
With the 100 µm nozzle diameter it was only possible to print a straight line with a syringe temperature of 
175ºC or higher and a printing speed lower than 1.5 mm s-1. The printing speed was too slow especially for 
the hybrid printing technique, as to stack to the same height of the scaffolds compared to the other nozzle 
diameters, more layers are required. The resulted strand sizes, which are most accurate regarding the nozzle 
diameter (200, 300 and 400 µm) and most uniformly in shape, are chosen as optimized printing conditions 
(Figure 16). For the 200 µm nozzle tip, the optimized printing conditions (Figure 16 A II) result in a higher 
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average value for the strand size than with the printing conditions of Figure 16, A III. However, the printed 
strands of Figure 16 A II are more uniformly compared to the other conditions. The printing conditions of 
the PCL nozzle diameters and the respective strand sizes are listed in Table 9. The optimized conditions 
for each nozzle size are highlighted, respectively. The conditions of the 300 µm and 400 µm nozzle are at 
the same syringe temperatures and printing pressures. 




   [µm] 
Strand 
size 
   [µm] 
Printing 
speed 
   [mm s-1] 
Pressure 
   [bar] 
Syringe 
temperature 
   [°C] 
Slicing 
thickness 
   [mm] 
Needle 
Offset 
   [mm] 
200 188±3.46 1.4 4.8 155 0.10 300 
 3.5 
200 217±4.90 1.4 4.8 165 0.10 300 
  
200 223±27.62 1.6 4.8 165 0.10 300 
  
300 364±12.03 2.0 4.0 155 0.20 0.16 
300 325±6.99 3.0 4.5 155 0.20 0.16 
300 313±6.50 3.5 4.8 155 0.20 0.16 
400 459±4.62 11.0 4.8 155 0.30 0.24 
400 437±8.63 12.0 4.8 155 0.30 0.24 
400 406±3.29 13.0 4.8 155 0.30 0.24 
 
The printing speeds are between 1.4 mm s-1 and 13.0 mm s-1, which follow in a printing time under 5 minutes 
for the cuboid structure in 15 * 15 * 2.4 mm dimension with 400 µm nozzle diameter.  
4.3 3D printing of structural support 
Cuboid structural support scaffolds were printed with varying strand spacing and strand orientation using 






Figure 17. 3D printed PCL scaffolds with different strand spacings and strand orientations, printed with a 
300 µm nozzle tip. Strand spacing: a and e, 1.0 mm; b and f, 1.5 mm; c and g, 2.0 mm; d and h, 2.5 mm. 
a-d, strand orientation of 0-90°; e-f, strand orientation of 0-45°. Scale bars are 5 mm. 
Rectangular structural support scaffolds were printed with the biggest inner nozzle diameter (400 µm). The 
samples were printed with two different strand spacings of 1.0 and 2.0 mm (Figure 18 D) and three different 
strand orientations (0/90°, 0/45° and 0/60/120°). The different strand orientations resulted in cuboid 










Figure 18. 3D printed PCL scaffolds with a strand spacing of 2.0 mm and strand orientations of A, 0/90° 
- cuboid, B, 0/45° - rhomboid and C, 0/60/120° - triangular. A, B and C, scale bars: 5 mm. D, 3D printed 
PCL samples with 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm strand spacing and the three different strand orientations of 0/90°, 
0/45° and 0/60/120°. 
4.4 Mechanical characterization of 3D printed structural support 
Table 10 shows that the human AUR cartilage can be divided in six different parts with different mechanical 
properties   [58]. The weakest part of the cartilage is the helix with an compression modulus of 2.22 ± 1.21 
MPa and the anti-tragus is the stiffest part with a compression modulus of 7.23 ± 4.70 MPa   [58]. The 





Figure 1: 3D-printed PCL scaffolds with different strand spacings and strand orientations , printed with a 
300 µm nozzle tip. Strand spacing: a and e, 1.0 mm; b and f, 1.5 mm; c and g, 2.0 mm; d and h, 2.5 mm. 







Table 10. Literature values for the stiffness of each part the native auricular cartilage  [58]. 
 
Ear part 
Compression modulus in literature [63] 
(MPa) 
 Scapha (SC) 3.07 ± 0.98 
 Anti-helix (AH) 3.57 ± 2.05 
 Concha (CO) 4.48 ± 2.23  
 Helix (HE) 2.22 ± 1.21 
 Anti-tragus (AT) 7.23 ± 4.70 
 Tragus (TR) 5.40 ± 2.42 
The purpose of this section is to establish an understanding of the correlation and the effect of the printing 
parameters including nozzle diameter, strut spacing and orientation angle on the mechanical properties of 
the 3D printed PCL supporting structures. Furthermore, to use these data to guide the fabrication of ear-
like supporting structures that mimic the mechanical mapping of the human ear.  
 
4.4.1 Compression tests 
In Figure 19 a summary of the compression test results are shown and resulted in compression moduli 
between 2.0 to 24.0 MPa (Figure 19) for the 0/90° strand orientations and the 0/45° strand orientation with 











Figure 19. Compression tests of the 3D printed PCL scaffolds with the three different inner nozzle 
diameters and varying strand spacings from 1.0 mm up to 2.5 mm. A, Scaffolds with strand orientations 
of 0/90°. B, Scaffolds with strand orientations of 0/45°. 
 
The strand spacings and the strand orientations printed with the same nozzle diameter showed no significant 
influence on the scaffold stiffness. Similar results were observed by Olubamiji et al.[32] were the main 










porosity.  However, decreasing the nozzle diameter lead to a significantly stiffer scaffold with values for 
the compression modulus between 20 – 24 MPa (200 µm nozzle), which means that the stiffness of the 
scaffold is mainly influenced by the number of layers in the structure. The structure is sliced with thinner 
layers, hence more layers are required to stack to the same height. The results for the 300 µm nozzle were 
in the range of 8 – 22 MPa. Only the scaffolds fabricated with the biggest nozzle resulted in a stiffness 
range of 2.0 – 8 MPa, which is similar to the native auricular cartilage (Table 10). Therefore, for further 
experiments the biggest nozzle tip with an inner diameter of 400 µm was used. 
4.4.2 Bending tests 
Bending test results showed a significant influence of the strand spacing and the strand orientation on the 
modulus of elasticity in bending. Increasing strand spacing correlated to a decrease in modulus of elasticity 
across all strand orientations. The 1.0 mm strand spacing at 0/45° strand orientation showed a conspicuous 
drop for the modulus of elasticity. The bending tests resulted in values ranging from 0.5 MPa to 3.0 MPa, 
as shown in Figure 20. The bending modulus for native auricular cartilage is Efit = 4.6 MPa as reported in 
literature[64].  
 
Figure 20. Bending tests of the 3D printed PCL scaffolds with strand spacings of 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm 
and strand orientations of 0/90°, 0/60/120° and 0/45°. 
The bending behavior was influenced significantly by the strand spacing and the strand orientation. 
However, the 1.0 mm spacing at 0/90° orientation resulted in the highest value for the modulus of elasticity. 
This could be given through the high alignment of the strands and the amount of similarly stacked strands 
in the same orientation on top of each other. The 0/60/120° pattern design resulted in less similar stacked 
strand, because of the three different angle designs as compared to the 0/90° design.  The 0/45° design 
showed the lowest moduli of elasticity and resulted in a significant drop for the 2.0 mm strand spacing. It 
is hypothesized that this particular angle coincided with the bending motion in DMA as a clear fold in the 
sample was observed for all 0/45° scaffolds, and this had led to a weak point in the scaffold. With increasing 
strand spacing, the 0/60/120° pattern design was more supported by the strands in the 60° and 120°, which 
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resulted in a higher modulus compared to the 0/90° and 0/45° design.  
As mentioned previously, the bending modulus for native auricular cartilage is Efit = 4.6 MPa[64]. The 
bending test results of this work are lower than the literature value[64]. The tests of the native human ear 
were done by cutting strips out of the ear. The variation in modulus between the 3D printed scaffolds and 
the native cartilage values can be explained by the non-uniform thickness and shape of the native cartilage 
compared to the 3D printed samples. In addition, the 3D printed scaffolds consist of synthetic material and 
the human ear cartilage consists mainly of elastic fibers and collagen type II fibers, which gives the elastic 
and flexible behavior[63, 65]. 
4.5 In vitro degradation study of 3D printed structural support 
4.5.1 Accelerated enzymatic degradation 
Figure 21 shows the accelerated enzymatic degradation study of the 3D printed PCL scaffolds with a weight 
loss of up to 40% after 96 hours. The first two samples after 6 and 24 hours resulted in a weight loss of less 



















Figure 21. Lipase-catalysed degradation of PCL scaffolds with a strand spacing of 2.0 mm and a strand 
orientation of 0/90°. Percentage of mass loss of the PCL scaffolds over 96 h, with each point representing 
the average of duplicate measurements and SEM images to visualize the decrease in fiber diameter. 
In the enzymatic PCL degradation study by Murray et al.[66], the main weight loss took place 
predominantly within the first 24 hours. This degradation study was performed on solid PCL samples, 
which started to degrade from the outer edges inwards and the thickness reducing over time. The results in 
this work showed different degradation behavior, because of the porous structure. The mass loss increased 
0 hours 6 hours 24 hours 48 hours 96 hours 
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significantly after the first 24 hours similar to the in vivo PCL degradation study by Lam et al.[67]. The 
porous design enabled the enzymes to degrade the PCL strands uniformly from all directions. Another 
degradation study also showed a steep and linear weight loss in the first period of the degradation process, 
but after a weight loss of 87% the degradation process slowed down[68]. Therefore, further experiments 
with longer degradation times should be planned for these scaffolds to observe the degradation process 
over longer periods. 
4.5.2 Scaffold imaging 
Microscope images were taken to investigate the influence of mass loss on the surface topography over 
time. These images showed a significant increase in the surface roughness over the 96 hours treatment and 
resulted in a uniform decrease in the strand size thickness throughout the porous structure of the 3D printed 
































































Figure 22. Microscope images of the pre-degradation and the lipase-catalyzed degradation scaffolds. The 
3D printed PCL scaffolds were printed with a strand orientation of 0/90°. A and C show the top view of 
the PCL scaffolds. B shows the bottom view of the scaffolds. A and B, Scale bars: 2 mm;                                           
C, Scale bars: 1 mm. 
To get a closer look of the surface morphology of the samples, SEM images were taken. These images are 


























































Figure 23. SEM images of the pre-degradation sample (0h) and the lipase-catalyzed degradation at 6h, 
24h, 48h and 96h. 
 












































Figure 24. SEM images of the pre-degradation sample (0h) and the lipase-catalyzed degradation at 6h, 
24h, 48h and 96h. 
With the SEM images it was able to demonstrate how the accelerated degradation affects the morphology 
of 3D printed scaffolds and that the change in surface morphology is throughout the samples. The strand 








degradation sample. With the porous structure of the scaffolds the enzymes can attack the surface from 
every direction. The SEM images showed that the accelerated enzymatic degradation of the PCL samples 
is through surface degradation with relative uniform morphology change throughout the scaffolds without 
building sharp edges. Additionally, the images showed that the surface morphology of the scaffolds 
changed with increasing level of degradation, such as increase in the surface roughness and porosity. The 
strand width decreased over time and caused deformation at a later stage. This was also observed in studies 
conducted by Lam et al.[68]. Similar to other degradation studies[67, 68], voids could be observed on the 
strut surfaces and an increase in the surface roughness. The relative uniform morphology of the degraded 
samples suggested a uniform degradation process, which might be attributed to the porous structures. 
4.6 3D hybrid printing of lattice structure using PCL and GelMa-HAMa 
Table 11 shows the optimized printing conditions for PCL using the 400 µm nozzle and GelMa-HAMa. 
















PCL 400 13.0 4.8 155 0.30 
GelMa-HAMa 200 8.0 4.0 25 0.10 
 
4.6.1 Compression tests 
To test the influence of the hydrogel GelMa-HAMa on the scaffold stiffness, hybrid scaffolds with the 
same amount of PCL layers were printed with the gel printed in-between the PCL strands, as shown in 
Figure 25 A. The compression test results showed that the hydrogel has no significant influence on the 
stiffness of the scaffolds. The compression modulus for hybrids crosslinked at different intensities showed 




























Figure 25. A, Compression test scaffold with a strand spacing of 2.0 mm and a strand orientation of 
0/90°. B, Compression test results of PCL scaffolds as a reference and the hybrid scaffolds. For the 
hybrid scaffolds the GelMa-HAMa was printed in-between the PCL strand with the printing conditions 
given in Table 11 and two different light intensity of 15% and 30%. Data represents mean + s.d. 
As expected, having a hydrogel printed in-between PCL strands showed no significant influence on the 
stiffness of the scaffolds. The work of Visser et al.[69], showed that 3D extrusion based fibers with 
diameters > 88.5 µm had a stiffness similar to their composites with crosslinked hydrogel (GelMa-HAMa). 
The stiffness of the hybrid scaffolds in this work is therefore mainly governed by the mechanical properties 
of the PCL strands. 
4.6.2 Bending tests 
Bending tests were done to test the influence of the hydrogel on the bending behavior compared to the PCL 
scaffolds. Therefore, scaffolds with strand spacings of 2.0 mm and three different strand orientations, 0/90°, 
0/45° and 0/60/120° were fabricated. The different strand orientations resulted in cuboid (0/90°), rhomboid 
(0/45°) and triangular (0/60/120°) shapes in the scaffolds, as shown in Figure 26. 
Figure 26 shows the results for the bending tests of the hybrid scaffolds and the PCL scaffolds, which were 
used as references. The rectangular hybrid samples with dimensions of 65 * 10 * 2 mm showed no 
significant influence of the strand orientations on the modulus of elasticity compared within the hybrid 
samples. Additionally, the results of the hybrid samples with strand orientations of 0/60/120° and 0/90° are 
















Figure 26. Bending tests of the PCL scaffolds as a reference and hybrid scaffolds with strand spacings of 
2.0 mm for the three different strand orientations; 0/60/120°, 0/90° and 0/45°. For the hybrid scaffolds the 
GelMa-HAMa was printed in-between the PCL strand with the printing conditions given in Table 11 and 
a light intensity of 30%. Data represents mean + s.d. 
Compared to the results of the 0/90° and 0/60/120° hybrid scaffolds, the hybrid scaffolds with 0/45° strand 
orientation showed a significant difference between the bending behavior of the hybrid scaffolds and the 
PCL scaffolds with 0/45° strand orientation. The significant difference between the PCL and hybrid printed 
scaffolds printed at 0/45° strand orientations could be explained by the differences within the sidewall 
porosities. Ruiz-Cantu et al.[70] described differences between 0/90° samples and 0/45° samples were the 
0/90° samples showed nearly solid walls compared to the walls of 0/45°. Applying the results of Ruiz-
Cantu et al.[70] to the hybrid printed scaffolds in this work, the in-between printed GelMA-HAMa could 
increase the modulus of elasticity by filling out the gaps and increasing the sidewall porosity of the 0/45° 
scaffolds. This may suggest some protective effect of the gel component. However, further investigation is 
required in the future.  
The large error bars within the hybrid scaffolds suggested that the crosslinking procedure of the gel needs 
further optimization. With the current method, some parts of the long bending samples could get cross-
linked twice. Therefore, a UV-lamp with a larger spot size to crosslink the entire sample may prevent this. 
Additionally, the preparation step of the hydrogel has a significant influence on the printing procedure and 
on the mechanical testing results. If the GelMa or the HAMa is not dissolved properly to a homogenous 
solution, the gel gets clumpy and is not printed consistently.  
4.7 3D hybrid printing of human ears 
Nimeskern et al.[63], demonstrated that the auricular cartilage can be divided in six parts with different 
mechanical properties (Table 12). The literature values for the stiffness of the native tissue are shown in 




Table 12. Literature values for the stiffness of the native auricular cartilage and the matching mechanical 









modulus     
(MPa) 
Strand 
spacing              
(mm) 
Strand 
orientation     
(°) 
 Scapha (SC) 3.07 ± 0.98 4.15 ± 0.43 1.5 0/90 
 Anti-helix (AH) 3.57 ± 2.05 4.15 ± 0.43 1.5 0/90 
 Concha (CO) 4.48 ± 2.23  6.31 ± 1.00 2.0 0/90 
 Helix (HE) 2.22 ± 1.21 2.62 ± 0.33 2.5 0/45 
 Anti-tragus (AT) 7.23 ± 4.70 8.32 ± 0.14 1.5 0/45 
 Tragus (TR) 5.40 ± 2.42 5.20 ± 0.19 2.5 0/90 
 
4.7.1 3D printed ear parts 
In Table 13 the optimized printing conditions for the three materials are listed. These conditions were used 
to print the hybrid ear parts or ears. 
Table 13. Optimized printing conditions for the hybrid printing technique with the three materials PCL, 















PCL 400 13.0 4.8 155 0.30 
GelMa-HAMa 200 8.0 4.0 25 0.10 
Pluronic F127 200 6.0 4.2 30 0.10 
 
In Figure 27 the 3D printed SC is shown. The SC is the most complex ear part regarding to the internal and 
external overhangs of its structure. The minimum length of the PCL strands needed to be decreased to                              
0.5 mm otherwise the printer would skip smaller strands and would not be able to build up the complex 
shape with the layer-by-layer process. 
The high pre- and post-flow of 0.25 seconds resulted in a dotty structure throughout the print and caused a 
restricted resolution of the final print but was necessary for the high printing speed. However, with these 
results it was possible to print the ear part with a high printing speed of 13.0 mm/s for the PCL and by using 
Pluronic F127 as sacrificial material to print the complex shape with the internal and external overhangs of 


















Figure 27. 3D printed ear part, scapha (SC), of the external ear. The yellow arrows indicate the sacrificial 
material Pluronic F127. 
4.7.2 3D printed ear 
The next step was to print the whole ear structure with the optimized and established printing conditions 
(Table 13). Therefore, the first step was to print the uniform ear structure with PCL. The results of the 
prints are shown in Figure 28 A. The ear scaffold with uniform porosity was printed with a spacing of 2.0 
mm and a strand orientation of 0/90°. The high printing speed of the PCL enabled a printing time for the 
ear structure in around 40 minutes, which is promising for the hybrid printing technique and should be fast 
enough to prevent the gel for drying out during the print. 
The next step was to establish the printing protocol for the ear with the six parts and the different pattern 
designs. The final 3D printed ear with the matching mechanical properties is shown in Figure 28 B. The 


















Figure 28. 3D printed ear with PCL and Pluronic F127 as sacrificial material (colored in blue).                            
A, Uniform ear and B, Non-uniform ear with the six parts printed in the pattern designs with the 
matching mechanical properties of Table 8. Scale bar: 5 mm. 
The 3D printed ear with the different parts was also able to be printed with the optimized printing 
conditions. However, the intersections between the six parts need to be optimized, as well as the dotty 




to make the intersections smother to enable a better interaction. A gradual decrease/increase of the strand 
spacing of one cartilage part till the strand spacing of the next pattern is reached, could result in smother 
intersections throughout the non-uniform scaffolds. 
4.7.3 3D printed hybrid ear 
The final step of this research project was to establish the printing protocol for the 3D hybrid printed ear 
with the matching mechanical properties. Therefore, the GelMa-HAMa was printed in-between the PCL 
strand of each pattern design, as shown in Figure 29. However, using the previous settings for pre- and 
post-flow, the GelMa-HAMa nozzle tip would always touch the PCL strands and move the print which 
caused a failure of the print. By decreasing the pre-and post-flow to 0.10 seconds, the contact of the PCL 
strands to the build-plate wasn’t enough anymore and the print moved again. To overcome this problem, 
the files were sliced without an offset to increase the contact between the PCL strands and the built-plate. 
With these final settings it was possible to print a hybrid ear with the GelMa-HAMa in-between the PCL 
strands (Figure 29). The final printing time for the hybrid ear in clinically relevant size was under 60 
minutes. Similar to the prints of the non-hybrid ear, the printing conditions and pattern design interactions 
















Figure 29. A, 3D hybrid printed ear with PCL and the GelMa-HAMa in-between the PCL strands. 
Pluronic F127 was used as sacrificial material (colored in blue). B, 3D hybrid printed tragus (TR) with 
2.0 mm strand spacing and a strand orientation of 0/90°. GelMa-HAMa is printed in-between the PCL 














The main objective of this project was to establish a 3D hybrid printing platform for the auricular cartilage 
regeneration. A 3D printed scaffold with three different materials was fabricated in the shape and size of a 
human ear by using an extrusion-based printing system (EnvisionTEC 3D BIOPLOTTER). A CT scan of 
the auricle was taken and extracted into a 3D file. The scaffold was designed to mimic the mechanical 
properties of the native cartilage by varying the strand spacing and the strand orientation. The scaffolds 
were tested with compression and bending tests to examine the mechanical properties and attempt to mimic 
the native auricular cartilage. By varying the inner nozzle diameter of the nozzle tip, strand spacing and 
strand orientation for the PCL, it was possible to achieve a wide range of compression moduli. The scaffolds 
with the biggest nozzle tip (400 µm) resulted in the weakest compression moduli, which were similar to 
the stiffness of the auricular cartilage. GelMa-HAMa, a pre-established bioink formulation, was used as 
the hydrogel and was printed in-between the PCL strands. To test the influence of the hydrogel on the 
stiffness, hybrid scaffolds were printed and tested with the same testing methods of the PCL scaffolds. The 
tests showed that the hydrogel did not influence the stiffness of the scaffolds significantly. With these 
results it was possible to mimic the stiffness of the native auricular cartilage and to establish a 3D hybrid 
printing protocol to print an ear shaped scaffold in clinically relevant size.  
In conclusion, this work provides a solid foundation for 3D hybrid printed structures for auricular cartilage 

























6. Future directions 
3D hybrid printing has shown to offer great potential to establish tissue-like scaffolds for auricular cartilage 
regeneration. This work offers a solid foundation for the fabrication of 3D hybrid printed structures with 
matching mechanical properties for auricular cartilage regeneration.  Even though the fabrication and its 
characterizations need to be further investigated. Especially the mechanical characterization and its 
methods need to be improved and further tests need to be done.  
However, the main target for the future steps is to establish the protocol for the cell work and to include 
the cells into the hybrid printing method. The perfect conditions for the cells to proliferate and differentiate 
into auricular cartilage tissue need to be investigated and established. The printing parameters, as the nozzle 
gauge regarding to the shear stress, the printing pressure and the printing time for the cell-laden hydrogel 
should be adapted to the cell requirements[71, 72]. Additionally, it could be helpful to incorporate a 
humidifier into the printing system; similar to the work of Lee et al.[73], to make sure that the gel is not 
drying out during the print. The group of Lee et al.[73], installed a humidifier into the printer to guarantee 
an atmospheric humidity of more than 95% for the cells. Additionally, they incorporated an ultraviolet 
lamp to sterilize the work place and a high-efficiency particulate arrestance (HEPA) air filter to provide a 
filtered air flow[73]. 
Another important parameter for this project is the influence of the two other materials and their printing 
conditions on the cell viability. Firstly, it needs to be studied, whether the temperature of the PCL strands 
after extrusion is compatible with the cells in the hydrogel and secondly if the removal procedure of the 
sacrificial material influences the cell viability. In addition to the printing parameters, the influence of the 
different pattern designs on the cell behavior and the diffusion need to be investigated. The scaffolds should 
enable diffusion of oxygen and nutrients and provide space maintenance to allow the formation of new 
tissue[74]. Costa et al.[74], investigated individualized perfusion chambers to test large arrays of scaffolds 
with highly automated and reproducible methodologies. This work could be interesting to study the 
influence of the pattern designs on the supply of nutrients within a scaffold along the cell-material and cell-
cell interactions and to avoid cell death in the central regions of the large scaffolds.  
Additionally, it could be interesting to test other material types instead or in combination with the PCL, for 
example a more elastic material. This material could open possibilities to imitate the mechanical properties 
of auricular cartilage better. 
Overall, an important aspect that should also be addressed is the need of standardization to bring the 
research field of biofabrication from the bench to the bedside. This includes materials of clinical standard, 
reproducible printing processes, quality control of cell sources, as well as many more. The challenge is not 
only in the fabrication of “living tissues” (containing cells), but also in combining these results within the 
daily work of hospitals and especially surgeries. Therefore, it is important to establish standards for the 
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